
 

 

 

Event Overview: 

 

The webinar on “Motivational Session by Successful Entrepreneur” was organized on 4th February 

2023 at Gandhinagar University by GITAA Cell. The Webinar was coordinated by Prof. Shradha 

Prajapati. The session was organized for the students with the permission of  Dr H N Shah, 

Director. The webinar was organized to motivate and educate the participants about the current 

technologies in the company and how to learn the technologies from various platforms. 

Objective: 

The main objective behind this GITAA talk is to provide the knowledge about the gap between 

fresher & professionals and also to shed light on types of organizations and their different working 

methods to have a first-hand understanding of the corporate world before entering. This was be a 

very informative and helpful session for the students for their career growth.  

Program Overview: 

There were 42 students and faculty members participated in the session. The session was started 

at 09:15 AM on online platform. Prof. Shradha Prajapati had initiated the introduction on GITAA. 

She gave information about the Summary of GITAA (Gandhinagar Institute of Technology 

Alumni Association) and had introduced the event Expert Mr. Shrey Banguaria, who is Successful 

Alumni of Computer Engineering from GIT. Mr. Shrey Banguaria has completed his BE Computer 

Engineering from Gandhinagar Institute of Technology in 2021. After completing his BE. He 

started his career at Fowex Ventures Pvt. Ltd as a Full Stack Web Developer. Currently he is 

Node.js Backend Developer at Yudiz Solutions Ltd. He guided the students that how you can 

choose the career in technologies field by learning and practicing using platforms. He gave 

information about github to the students that how you can make projects in that platform and you 

can make your live projects there. He give information that how we collect data from internet and 

how the mining process will be done by data mining, data engineering. He give information about 
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data science, Hadoop, python also. He also guided them that how to make Resume informative 

and attractive. He gives the Knowledge of LinkedIn Usage and how to maintain Profile in LinkedIn 

account. He share the information that how you can post your github project link in into the 

LinkedIn profile account. He tells that how recruiters are visiting the LinkedIn Profile and what 

data they want for recruiting process. He has given information about the role of front end 

developer, back end developer and also the technologies. He has given the idea of Game 

Development field in career. At last he discussed about Coursera Certifications in Various Courses. 

He also gave answers to question about student’s doubt on technologies. 

Outcomes of the event: 

The Alumni Talk has facilitated interactions with alumni regarding career development, ability 

needed for grasping better opportunities in backend and frontend field. The students were very 

enthusiastic to know about the experiences of the alumni in the outer world. 
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Mr. Shrey Banguaria was explaining how to get into backend job 

 



 

Mr. Shrey Banguaria Explain various  framework libraries and languages 

 

Mr. Shrey Banguaria was explaining about Game Development 



 

Mr. Shrey Banguaria was describing about various frameworks and Languages 

 

Mr. Shrey Banguaria was explaining about DevOps and Cloud Computing 
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